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ABOUT THE INVESTOR-STATE ARBITRATION PROJECT

Launched in November 2014, this project is addressing a central policy issue of contemporary international investment protection law: is investor-state arbitration (ISA) suitable between developed liberal democratic countries?

The project will seek to establish how many agreements exist or are planned between economically developed liberal democracies. It will review legal and policy reactions to investor-state arbitrations taking place within these countries and summarize the substantive grounds upon which claims are being made and their impact on public policy making by governments.

The project will review, critically assess and critique arguments made in favour and against the growing use of ISA — paying particular attention to Canada, the European Union, Japan, Korea, the United States and Australia, where governments, legal establishments and civil society groups have come out against ISA. The project will examine the arguments that investor-state disputes are best left to the national courts in the subject jurisdiction. It will also examine whether domestic law in the countries examined gives the foreign investor rights of action before the domestic courts against the government equivalent to those provided by contemporary investment protection agreements.

Contributors to the Investor-State Arbitration project are Marc Bungenberg, Charles-Emmanuel Côté, David Gantz, Shotaro Hamamoto, Younsik Kim, Howard Mann, Csongor István Nagy, Luke Nottage, Ucheora Onwuamaegbu, Carmen Otero, Hugo Perezcano, August Reinisch and David Schneiderman.
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ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BITs</td>
<td>bilateral investment treaties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CETA</td>
<td>Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJEU</td>
<td>Court of Justice of the European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSU</td>
<td>Dispute Settlement Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECT</td>
<td>Energy Charter Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FET</td>
<td>fair and equitable treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS</td>
<td>full protection and security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTAs</td>
<td>free trade agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATT</td>
<td>General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICSID</td>
<td>International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIAs</td>
<td>international investment agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISDS</td>
<td>investor-state dispute settlement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA</td>
<td>investor-state arbitration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAI</td>
<td>Multilateral Agreement on Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFN</td>
<td>most-favoured nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFTA</td>
<td>North American Free Trade Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>non-governmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>Stockholm Chamber of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFEU</td>
<td>Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPP</td>
<td>Trans-Pacific Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTIP</td>
<td>Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCITRAL</td>
<td>United Nations Commission for International Trade Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD</td>
<td>United Nations Conference on Trade and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Since the transfer of foreign direct investment powers from the European Union member states to the European Union itself in the 2009 Treaty of Lisbon, the European Commission, the main external trade actor for the European Union, has started to negotiate international investment agreements as well as investment chapters in enlarged free trade agreements (FTAs). Both contain substantive protection standards and enforcement mechanisms in case of disputes, usually both state–state and investor–state arbitration (ISA).

With regard to the latter, it was unclear whether the European Commission, the European Union’s experienced World Trade Organization (WTO) litigator, would continue to use the interstate template of trade disputes or venture into ISA. After an initial orientation period, the European Commission firmly endorsed ISA, as demonstrated by the negotiations with Canada on the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) and with the United States on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP).

Meanwhile, however, public opposition to the TTIP, and to ISA in particular, has formed in unexpected dimensions. It even led the European Commission to partially interrupt its trade negotiations with the United States in order to conduct a public consultation on the investment aspects of the TTIP. Ever since, ISA has remained one of the most controversial parts of the planned trade agreements. Most recently, the European Commission tabled a TTIP proposal to set up a permanent investment court that would replace the system of ad hoc ISA.

This paper analyzes in detail the development of the European Union’s position toward the use of ISA as a means for settling investor-state disputes.

INTRODUCTION

A few years ago, ISA was hardly taken note of in the European Union’s external trade circles. With the 2009 Treaty of Lisbon, and the European Union’s new powers in the field of foreign direct investment, that has considerably changed. The European Commission, the European Union’s main external trade actor, asserted its newly won competence to negotiate investment agreements containing both substantive protection standards as well as an enforcement mechanism in case of disputes, with ISA being the most prominent form of investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS).

When EU trade negotiations started to include investment chapters, as in the negotiations with Canada on CETA,1 with Singapore on an enlarged FTA2 and with the United States on the TTIP, public interest in and opposition to what is sometimes portrayed as a secret parallel justice system for large multinational firms circumventing legitimate domestic courts intensified. Suddenly, the formerly technical questions of designing a cost-efficient, depoliticized and effective settlement mechanism for investment disputes became a major political issue in a number of EU member states. Growing opposition by grassroots movements and an alliance of various, often rather divergent political groupings threatened to halt trade deals the European Commission was negotiating. In a rare move, the European Commission interrupted its trade talks with the United States in order to conduct a public consultation in early 2014, focusing on the investment part of the TTIP. Ever since, ISA has remained the most controversial part of the planned trade agreements.

Against this background, this paper tries to analyze the position of the European Union toward the use of ISA as a means for settling investor-state disputes.

THE EUROPEAN UNION’S FIRST STEPS TOWARD ISA

In spite of the pre- eminent practical importance of ISA since the European Union gained explicit power to negotiate investment agreements through the Lisbon Treaty, the use of ISA by the European Union

---

is not an entirely new phenomenon. In fact, already in the Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) of the mid-1990s, the European Union, as contracting party of this “mixed agreement,” for the first time assumed specific obligations regarding the treatment of foreign investment and, in this context, accepted ISA as a tool for settling investment disputes.

While the ECT led to a number of ISAs, among them the Yukos-related cases against the Russian Federation and most recently a wave of cases involving cutbacks on solar energy subsidy programs by EU member states such as the Czech Republic, Italy and Spain, no case has been instituted against the European Union so far.

Nevertheless, the ISA provisions in the ECT provide a useful template for current ISA negotiations, in particular in situations where both European Union and EU member states’ actions may be challenged. This has inspired EU internal legislation on the allocation of financial burdens arising from ISA awards.

Under the ECT’s dispute settlement provisions, an investor alleging a breach of the treaty’s protection standards can either resort to domestic courts and administrative tribunals or institute arbitral proceedings before the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), before a tribunal constituted under the United Nations Commission for International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Arbitration Rules or before the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (SCC). Since an overlap between the European Union’s internal market freedoms and the ECT’s substantive protection standards is likely to occur, the determination of the proper respondent is, in some cases, of particular importance. In this regard, the European Community issued a statement pursuant to which the “Communities and the Member States will, if necessary, determine among them who is the respondent party […]” upon request of the investor within a period of 30 days. Article X.20 of CETA contains a similar but more elaborate provision on the determination of the respondent for disputes with the European Union or its member states.

---

4 When the subject areas covered by an international agreement negotiated by the European Union are not entirely covered by the EU’s external powers, such agreements are entered into by the European Union and at least some of its member states. Because of the joint participation as treaty parties on the EU side, they are referred to as “mixed” agreements. See e.g. J Bischoff, “Just a little bit of ‘mixity’? The EU’s role in the field of international investment protection law” (2011) 48-5 CML Rev 1527. Generally on the issue of mixed agreements, see P Craig & G De Burca, EU Law: Text, Cases, and Materials, 5th ed (London, UK: Oxford University Press, 2011) at 334ff; P Eckhout, External Relations Law, 2nd ed (London, UK: Oxford University Press, 2011) at 213ff; C Hillion & P Koutrakos, eds, Mixed Agreements Revisited (Oxford, UK: Hart Publishing, 2010).
5 Hulley Enterprises Limited (Cyprus) v The Russian Federation (2014), Award of 18 July 2014, PCA Case No AA 226 (UNCITRAL); Yukos Universal Limited (Isle of Man) v The Russian Federation (2014), Award of 18 July 2014, PCA Case No AA 227 (UNCITRAL); Veteran Petroleum Limited (Cyprus) v The Russian Federation (2014), Award of 18 July 2014, PCA Case No AA 228 (UNCITRAL).
6 See Antaris Solar and Dr. Michael Göde v Czech Republic (UNCITRAL); Natland Investment Group NV; Natland Group Limited, G.L.H.G. Limited, and Radiance Energy Holding S.A.R.L. v Czech Republic (UNCITRAL); Volcanic Network Gmbh v Czech Republic (UNCITRAL); ICW Europe Investments Limited v Czech Republic (UNCITRAL); Photovoltaik Knopf Betriebs-GmbH v Czech Republic (UNCITRAL); WA Investments-Europa Nova Limited v Czech Republic (UNCITRAL); Mr. Jürgen Wirgen, Mr. Stefan Wirgen, and JSW Solar (zwe) v Czech Republic (UNCITRAL).
7 See Blouin S.A., Jean-Pierre Lecorciier and Michael Stein v Italian Republic, ICSID Case No ARB/14/3, registered 21 February 2014.
8 The following proceedings have been instituted under the auspices of ICSID: RREEF Infrastructure (G.P.) Limited and RREEF Pan-European Infrastructure Two Lux Sà r.l. v Kingdom of Spain, ICSID Case No ARB/13/30; Antin Infrastructure Services Luxembourg Sàrl v Kingdom of Spain, ICSID Case No ARB/13/31; Eiser Infrastructure Limited v Kingdom of Spain, ICSID Case No ARB/13/36; Masdar Solar & Wind Cooperative UA v Kingdom of Spain, ICSID Case No ARB/14/1; NextEra Energy Global Holdings BV v Kingdom of Spain, ICSID Case No ARB/14/11; Infrared Environmental Infrastructure GP Limited v Kingdom of Spain, ICSID Case No ARB/14/12 and RENERGY Sàrl v Kingdom of Spain, ICSID Case No ARB/14/18. Two cases have been registered at the Arbitration Institute of the SCC: CSP Equity Investment Sàrl v Spain and Charonne and Construction Investments v Spain. At least one ECT claim-based tribunal has been constituted under the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, see AES Solar and others v Spain (UNCITRAL).
10 ECT, supra note 3, art 26.
11 Statement submitted by the European Communities to the Secretariat of the Energy Charter pursuant to Article 26(3)(b)(ii) of the Energy Charter Treaty, [1998] OJ L 69/115. This notwithstanding, the statement further clarifies in a footnote that this does not exclude the right of an investor to institute proceedings against both the (then) Community and its member states.
12 Pursuant to Article X.20: Determination of the respondent for disputes with the European Union or its Member States, Consolidated CETA Text, supra note 1, the European Union is primarily competent for the determination of the proper respondent before the institution of arbitral proceedings. If the investor has not been informed of the determination within 30 days, the member state shall be respondent in cases where the measure alleged breaches CETA’s protection standards is exclusively a measure of a member state. If the dispute at stake includes measures of the European Union, the European Union shall be respondent (art X.20(4)).
The European Union’s New Lisbon Powers in the Field of Investment

With the Lisbon Treaty, entering into force in 2009, the European Union’s external trade powers were significantly enlarged. They now include “foreign direct investment” as part of the Common Commercial Policy. Since the Lisbon Treaty explicitly speaks of “foreign direct investment” and not generally of “foreign investment,” a controversy arose as to whether this new competence in the external trade field was indeed limited to foreign direct investment, or could be regarded as a full “investment” power. Not surprisingly, the European Commission came out in favour of the latter, arguing that portfolio investments were implicitly covered as a result of parallel internal powers under the ERTA-doctrine, while some member states remained adamant in limiting the European Union’s powers strictly to direct investments. Given this controversy, the scope of the European Union’s competence on foreign direct investment under article 207(1) remains to be clarified by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) in an opinion requested by the European Commission pursuant to article 218(11) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).

This seemingly academic question has, of course, important political implications. Mixed agreements require adherence of the 28 individual EU member states, which would imply a kind of de facto
unanimity requirement,\textsuperscript{18} while agreements falling under the exclusive competence of the European Union are solely negotiated by the European Commission and require only majority approval of the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament.

A further competence issue regarding the scope of investment protection to be negotiated seems to have been tacitly resolved in favour of EU powers. One could question whether the European Union has external powers to agree on expropriation clauses, typically contained in international investment agreements (IIAs), since the TFEU expressly reserves the question of property ownership to the member states.\textsuperscript{19}

Finally, and most importantly in the present context, doubts have been voiced whether the Lisbon Treaty powers concerning foreign direct investment also encompass ISA.\textsuperscript{20} It seems, however, that procedural mechanisms to enforce substantive protection standards are seen as being implicitly covered by the latter power.\textsuperscript{21}

While the European Union is asserting its powers concerning investment, it is also clear that — with the exception of the ECT\textsuperscript{22} — to date no EU IIA has entered into force. Thus, the roughly 1,400 bilateral investment treaties (BITs) of the European Union’s member states\textsuperscript{23} still form the basis for international investment protection of EU investors abroad and of investors in the European Union. Recognizing that the full transition to EU IIAs will require substantial time, the European Union has adopted a regulation establishing transitional arrangements for member states’ BITs with third states, which basically permit the continued validity of such IIAs as well as the negotiation and conclusion of new ones.\textsuperscript{24}

Once the competence issues had been overcome, or at least pragmatically left open, the issue arose how the European Union would position itself toward ISA and other forms of ISDS, such as conciliation or mediation, as alternatives to recourse to domestic courts of the host states only.\textsuperscript{25}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{18} Based on a proposal made by the Commission after the finalization of negotiations and subsequent to the consultation or consent of the European Parliament according to Article 218(6) TFEU, the council adopts a decision to conclude the agreement pursuant to Article 218(2) and (6) TFEU. Additionally, in the case of mixed agreements, the members states’ consent pursuant to domestic law is warranted. It has been the practice of the European Union that the council will only conclude an agreement once all member states have given their consent. The effect of abstention of individual member states remains unclear. In particular, it is questionable whether such conduct would be in breach of the duty of cooperation under Article 4 TFEU and whether the non-approving member states would be bound by the parts of the respective agreement covered by exclusive competences of the European Union by virtue of Article 116(2) TFEU. In this context, one has to take into account Article 218(5) TFEU as well, which expressly provides for the possibility of provisional application of an envisaged agreement in the sense of Article 25 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and thus for a means of circumventing the member state acceptance requirement. For more detail, see e.g. Eckhout, \textit{supra} note 4, 258ff.
\bibitem{22} See ECT, \textit{supra} note 3.
\end{thebibliography}
Since the 1990s, with the increase of ISA under the ICSID Convention\(^26\) and other arbitration systems, investment arbitration has been viewed as a crucial form of effective investment protection,\(^27\) rendering the need for an espousal of claims under the traditional diplomatic protection paradigm unnecessary. Simultaneously, avoiding the political harassment factor of such espoused interstate claims\(^28\) has been regarded as an important depoliticization of investment disputes.\(^29\)

According to recent statistics, more than 90 percent of all (approximately 3,200) IIAs contain ISA.\(^30\) With regard to the actual use of ISA, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) lists 608 initiated cases until the end of 2014.\(^31\) More than 75 percent of all ISA cases decided from 2011 to 2014 and won by investors were initiated against states in Latin America and Central and Eastern European states.\(^32\)

\section*{AN EMERGING EU INVESTMENT POLICY}

In spite of the general recognition of these advantages, it was unclear after the European Union’s new investment powers entered into force through the Lisbon Treaty whether the European Union would strive for ISA or settle for other forms of dispute settlement, possibly limited to the interstate level, for example, along the trade law paradigm to which the European Commission has become accustomed over years of experience with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the WTO. One should also not forget that shortly before the European Union started to consider ISA, Australia and the United States had found it unnecessary to include ISA in a bilateral FTA between two developed states of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).\(^33\)

After an initial orientation phase, however, the EU institutions finally came out in favour of adopting ISA,\(^34\) although the European Parliament, in particular, voiced concern about this form of ISDS.\(^35\) This latter concern, together with increased pressure from various non-governmental organizations (NGOs) lobbying against ISDS in 2013, gained such political momentum that in early 2014 the EU Commissioner

\footnotesize{26 Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States, 18 March 1965, 575 UNTS 159 [ICSID Convention].

27 See e.g. Eastern Sugar B.V v Czech Republic, Partial Award of 27 March 2007, SCC Case No 088/2004, para 165 (“Whereas general principles such as fair and equitable treatment or full security and protection of the investment are found in many international, regional or national legal systems, the investor’s right arising from the BIT’s dispute settlement clause to address an international arbitral tribunal independent from the host state is the best guarantee that the investment will be protected against potential undue infringements by the host state.”); National Grid plc v Argentina, Decision on Jurisdiction of 20 June 2006 (UNCITRAL), para 49 (“[…] assurance of independent international arbitration is an important – perhaps the most important – element in investor protection.”).


31 For the complete list of investor-state disputes including those on the basis of Intra-EU BITs, see online: <http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/ISDS.aspx>.


34 See e.g. European Commission Communication, supra note 15 at 10 (“ISDS is such an established feature of investment agreements that its absence would in fact discourage investors and make a host economy less attractive than others.”).

35 European Parliament Resolution, infra note 43, para 24 (“Expresses its deep concern regarding the level of discretion of international arbitrators to make a broad interpretation of investor protection clauses, thereby leading to the ruling out of legitimate public regulations; calls on the Commission to produce clear definitions of investor protection standards in order to avoid such problems in the new investment agreements.”).}
in charge of trade and investment negotiations called for a reflection period to consult the European public on investment and ISDS.\textsuperscript{36}

Since the European Commission has chosen not to adopt a model BIT/IIA,\textsuperscript{37} the actual position of the European Union toward ISA can only be deduced from policy papers and treaty negotiations.\textsuperscript{38} Most important in this context is the September 2014 draft CETA text, which comprises a full investment chapter including ISA.\textsuperscript{39}

In addition, some documents emanating from the EU policy-making institutions provide guidance toward the European Union’s stance on issues of ISA. In this context it is important to keep in mind certain basic division-of-powers principles of the European Union with regard to the negotiation and conclusion of trade (and now also investment) agreements. While the European Council (representing the member states) in the form of the External Trade Council has the final say in concluding trade agreements with a qualified majority, it also provides initial guidance to the European Commission in formulating negotiating directives. On the basis of the latter, the European Commission (as the European Union’s supranational trade executive) is tasked with negotiating the agreements that have to gain final approval by the European Parliament as well.

Already in July 2010, the European Commission adopted a policy communication entitled “Towards a comprehensive European international investment policy,”\textsuperscript{40} in which ISDS is referred to as an “established feature of investment agreements” that should be included in future EU IIAs.\textsuperscript{41}

This communication received comments from the other EU institutions; most important among them were the European Council conclusions of October 25, 2010,\textsuperscript{42} and the European Parliament’s Resolution of April 6, 2011.\textsuperscript{43} Although containing rather general language, both documents displayed a positive attitude toward ISA. While the council emphasized the importance of an “effective investor-to-state dispute settlement mechanism”\textsuperscript{44} in EU IIAs, the Parliament more cautiously expressed its view that “in addition to state-to-state dispute settlement procedures, investor-state procedures must also be applicable in order to secure comprehensive investment protection.”\textsuperscript{45}

More details emanated from the Council Negotiating Directives of September 12, 2011,\textsuperscript{46} concerning the negotiations with Canada, India and Singapore, which — although confidential — were leaked at some stage, and which contained valuable information on the European Union’s official position with

\textsuperscript{36} See European Commission Press Release, \textit{infra} note 99.
\textsuperscript{37} See European Commission Communication, \textit{supra} note 15 at 6.
\textsuperscript{38} See also A Reinsch, “Putting the Pieces together … an EU Model BIT?” (2014) 15 J World Investment & Trade (Special Issue: The Anatomy of the (Invisible) EU Model BIT) 679; G Lentner, “A Uniform European Investment Policy?: The unwritten EU Model BIT” (2014) 2 JL & Administrative Sciences 156.
\textsuperscript{40} European Commission Communication, \textit{supra} note 15.
\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Ibid}. (“In order to ensure effective enforcement, investment agreements also feature investor-to-state dispute settlement, which permits an investor to take a claim against a government directly to binding international arbitration [footnote: The ECT, to which the European Union is a party, equally contains investor-state dispute settlement.]. Investor-state dispute settlement, which forms a key part of the inheritance that the Union receives from Member State BITs, is important as an investment involves the establishment of a long-term relationship with the host state which cannot be easily diverted to another market in the event of a problem with the investment. Investor-state is such an established feature of investment agreements that its absence would in fact discourage investors and make a host economy less attractive than others. For these reasons, future EU agreements including investment protection should include investor-state dispute settlement. This raises challenges relating, in part, to the uniqueness of investor-state dispute settlement in international economic law and in part to the fact that the Union has not historically been a significant actor in this field. Current structures are to some extent ill-adapted to the advent of the Union. To take one example, the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States (the ICSID Convention), is open to signature and ratification by states members of the World Bank or party to the Statute of the International Court of Justice. The European Union qualifies under neither. In approaching investor-state dispute settlement mechanisms, the Union should build on Member State practices to arrive at state-of-the art investor state dispute settlement mechanisms.”).
\textsuperscript{44} Council of the European Union, \textit{supra} note 42 (“[…] stresses, in particular, the need for an effective investor-to-state dispute settlement mechanism in the EU investment agreements […].”)
\textsuperscript{45} European Parliament Resolution, \textit{supra} note 43, para 32 (“Takes the view that, in addition to state-to-state dispute settlement procedures, investor-state procedures must also be applicable in order to secure comprehensive investment protection”).
\textsuperscript{46} Council Negotiating Directives (Canada, India and Singapore), 12 September 2011; online: <www.bilaterals.org/spip.php?article20272&lang=en>. 
regard to a number of investment-related issues. They suggested that an investment chapter should include provisions for fair and equitable treatment (FET), full protection and security (FPS), national treatment and most-favoured-nation (MFN) treatment, as well as guarantees against uncompensated expropriation and probably an umbrella clause. Regarding the level of detail, the instructions appeared to favour the traditional European approach by adhering to a rather concise treaty text, without clarifications limiting the scope of FET and indirect expropriation, as they are known within US and Canadian BITs as well as in the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). With regard to dispute settlement, the need for direct ISA seemed to be unquestioned, although the precise contours were still open, given the difficulty of EU access to ICSID (and ICSID Additional Facility) dispute settlement since the European Union is an international organization and the ICISD Convention is open to states only.

The subsequent 2013 Council Negotiating Directives for the TTIP also called for the inclusion of “an effective and state-of-the-art investor-to-state dispute settlement mechanism.” The qualifications that should be understood as “state-of-the-art” would reflect a number of the publicly criticized features of ISA and also take into account US practice in shaping ISA provisions. The European Union is currently negotiating BITs with China and Myanmar, as well as investment chapters as part of FTAs with Egypt, India, Japan, Jordan, Libya, Malaysia, Morocco and Tunisia, Thailand, Vietnam and the United States. The negotiations with Canada and Singapore have already concluded in substance.

As of mid-2015, the most advanced outcome likely to reflect the European Commission’s position on ISA is contained in the above-mentioned September 2014 CETA draft. Before analyzing this in detail, however, it is useful to reflect on the public debate that has reached a remarkable intensity in some EU member states and that has even led to an interruption of the investment negotiations of the European Union, in particular those with the United States on the TTIP. In this contribution’s final section, the September 2015 suggestions of the European Commission on a future TTIP investment chapter will be analyzed.

48 See the leaked negotiating mandate “EU-Canada (CETA), India and Singapore FTAs – European Commission negotiating mandate on investment (2011),” online: <www.bilaterals.org/spip.php?article2072&lang=en> (“Enforcement: the agreement shall aim to provide for an effective investor-to-state dispute settlement mechanism. State-to-state dispute settlement will be included, but will not interfere with the right of investors to have recourse to the investor-to-state dispute settlement mechanism. It should provide for a wide range of arbitration fora as currently available under the Member States’ bilateral investment agreements (BIT’s).”). Pursuant to Article 67 ICSID Convention, supra note 26, the convention is only accessible for member states of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development or to any other state which is a party to the ICI Statute. See M Burgstaller, “Dispute Settlement in EU International Investment Agreements with Third States: Three Salient Problems” (2014) 15 J World Investment & Trade (Special Issue: The Anatomy of the (Invisible) EU Model BIT) 551 at 557. Notably, Article X.22 (4) Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, makes a reference to the ICSID Convention, to the ICSID Additional Facility Rules and to the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules. See also A Reinisch & L Stifter, “European Investment Policy and ISDS”, online: (2014) at 11–12 <http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2566018>.
49 Council of the European Union, Directives for the negotiation on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership between the European Union and the United States of America, online: <http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11103-2013-DCL-1/en/pdf> (“[…] Enforcement: the Agreement should aim to provide for an effective and state-of-the-art investor-to-state dispute settlement mechanism, providing for transparency, independence of arbitrators and predictability of the Agreement, including through the possibility of binding interpretation of the Agreement by the Parties. State-to-state dispute settlement should be included, but should not interfere with the right of investors to have recourse to the investor-to-state dispute settlement mechanisms. It should provide for a wide range of arbitration fora as currently available under the Member States’ bilateral investment agreements. The investor-to-state dispute settlement mechanism should contain safeguards against manifestly unjustified or frivolous claims. Consideration should be given to the possibility of creating an appellate mechanism applicable to investor-to-state dispute settlement under the Agreement, and to the appropriate relationship between ISDS and domestic remedies. […]”).
50 The Overview of FTA and other Trade Negotiations of the Commission shows the current state of negotiations of international agreements currently negotiated by the European Union, online <http://ec.europa.eu/eurat/documents/2006/december/tradoc_118238.pdf>.
51 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1.
52 On 20 September 2013, the European Union and Singapore have initialled the text of a comprehensive FTA. See online: <http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=961>. The authentic text as of May 2015 of the EU-Singapore Free Trade Agreement was published on 29 June 2015, online: <http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=961>.
53 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1.
55 See infra text at note 185.
THE PUBLIC DEBATE ON ISA IN EU MEMBER STATES

While the CETA negotiations triggered some questions and critical comments on investor protection and ISA in particular, the TTIP negotiations led to a major public debate in several EU member states.

It is interesting to note that this debate was sparked in some member states and has reached a high level of intensity, while in others it seems to be a non-issue. In Germany and Austria in particular, NGOs and a number of politicians have questioned the need for ISA. Given the fact that both countries have a long-standing practice of concluding BITs, this may appear surprising.57

The underlying reasons for this skepticism are complex and can undoubtedly be better examined by political scientists. Nonetheless, one could argue that the negative stance toward the TTIP mirrors the widespread phenomenon of “euro-skepticism” and thus a certain degree of mistrust toward EU institutions, linking up with the anti-globalization movement of the 1990s that led to the demise of the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) in 1998.58 Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the general TTIP criticism coincided with National Security Agency /WikiLeaks revelations about US spying activities in Europe,59 feeding into the notion of the United States as an overwhelmingly powerful trade partner that would outwit Europeans on all fronts,60 including forcing their low standards (in European public perception) for health, safety, environment and labour in the production of goods (“chlorine chicken” being just one example)61 on European consumers, as well as empowering US corporations to prevent legitimate European regulation via ISA.

From an institutional perspective, the European Council (still) seems to be in favour of the inclusion of an ISA mechanism in the TTIP.62 While the European Commission initially used to strongly advocate this option,63 the new cabinet under Jean-Claude Juncker adopted a softer tone toward ISA.64

From a member-state perspective, it is worth mentioning that in mid-2014 the German Federal Council expressly rejected the inclusion of a specific ISA mechanism in the TTIP.65 In the following months, the public debate, in Germany and Austria in particular, become increasingly hostile to the idea of including ISA in an investment chapter of the TTIP. ISA was portrayed as a special right of large


57 UNCTAD lists 65 BITs concluded by Austria (60 in force) and 134 BITs concluded by Germany (127 in force), numbers online: <http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA>


59 The beginning of the negotiations in mid-2013 were already politically overshadowed by waves of new revelations concerning US spying activities directed against EU member state governments.

60 See e.g. R Mason, “‘Corporate Wolves’ will exploit TTIP trade deal, MPs warned”, The Guardian (15 January 2015), online: <www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jan/15/corporate-wolves-warning-ttip-trade-deal>


63 See European Commission Communication, supra note 15.

64 See President Juncker’s political guidelines of 15 July 2014 addressed to the next European Commission and entitled “A New Start for Europe: My Agenda for Jobs, Growth, Fairness and Democratic Change”, at 25, online:<http://ec.europa.eu/priorities/docs/pg_en.pdf> (“The negotiating mandate foresees a number of conditions that have to be respected by such a regime [ISDS] as well as an assessment of its relationship with domestic courts. There is thus no obligation in this regard: the mandate leaves it open and serves as a guide.”).

transnational corporations to circumvent domestic courts. In early 2015, the Socialists and Democrats in the European Parliament, led by their German branch, proposed the establishment of a permanent investment court instead of the traditional ad hoc tribunals.

In May 2015, the European Commission published a concept paper entitled “Investment in TTIP and beyond — the path for reform,” in which it highlighted the ideas of “strengthening governments’ right to regulate, making arbitral tribunals operate more like traditional court systems with a clear code of conduct for arbitrators, and guaranteeing access to an appeals system.”

Then, in the summer of 2015, the European Parliament adopted a resolution containing recommendations to the European Commission on the negotiations for the TTIP, pledging “[a] new system for resolving disputes between investors and states which is subject to democratic principles and scrutiny, where potential cases are treated in a transparent manner by publicly appointed, independent professional judges in public hearings and which includes an appellate mechanism, where consistency of judicial decisions is ensured the jurisdiction of courts of the EU and of the Member States is respected, and where private interests cannot undermine public policy objectives.”

In mid-September 2015, the most recent move was taken by the European Commission. It went public with a draft text of the TTIP investment chapter, which, in addition to some adaptations of the investment chapter already found in CETA, contains a very detailed section on investment dispute resolution, proposing an “Investment Court System.”

**Major Points of Criticism**

The arguments brought forward against ISA were not wholly new, partly rehashing topics from the NAFTA debate, familiar to the Canadian and US public, and epitomized by a 2001 *New York Times* article that notoriously likened NAFTA panels to secret tribunals. The anti-investment groups relied on a number of serious concerns about the actual practice of ISA, combined with fears and anti-globalization rhetoric familiar from the Seattle anti-WTO campaigns of the 1990s. Recently, with the United States negotiating not only the TTIP with the European Union, but also a Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) with Asian countries, opposition to ISA has also grown in the United States, as is well illustrated by two

---


71 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54. See in detail infra text at note 185.

72 See A DePalma, “Nafta’s Powerful Little Secret: Obscure Tribunals Settle Disputes, but Go Too Far, Critics Say”, *New York Times* (11 March 2001), online: <www.nytimes.com/2001/03/11/business/nafta-s-powerful-little-secret-obscure-tribunals-settle-disputes-but-go-too-far.html> (“THEIR meetings are secret. Their members are generally unknown. The decisions they reach need not be fully disclosed. Yet the way a small group of international tribunals handles disputes between investors and foreign governments has led to national laws being revoked, justice systems questioned and environmental regulations challenged. And it is all in the name of protecting the rights of foreign investors under the North American Free Trade Agreement.”), see also CH Brower, “Investor-State Disputes under NAFTA: The Empire Strikes Back” (2001–02) 40 Colum J Transnat L 43 (mentioning the concern that the ISDS under NAFTA could have a “chilling effect” on regulation).
rounds of open letters from law professors, one urging congressional leaders to omit ISA from the TPP and the TTIP, and a reply advocating a reformed inclusion of ISA.

Among the most prominent areas criticized by NGOs, and increasingly by the media in a number of EU member states, were the lack of transparency of the dispute-settlement procedure, the impossibility to appeal against investment decisions, the alleged pro-investor bias of tribunals and too-broad investor rights that would lead to a “chilling effect” on legitimate regulation by sovereign states. With regard to the latter point, critics of the TTIP and CETA allege that ISA would lead to an overly broad investment protection, entailing a “regulatory chill.” They refer to cases such as *Vattenfall v Germany* or *Philip Morris v Australia* or *Lone Pine v Canada* — none of which has been decided on the merits yet — in order to argue that sovereign states will be deprived of their right to exit nuclear power generation, to protect against the risks of smoking or to prohibit “fracking.” The regulatory chill debate is not new either, but largely resembles similar discussions concerning NAFTA’s investment chapter more than a decade ago.

Interestingly, the public debate around investment law also turned to more technical aspects of the specific nature of ISA. The traditional confidentiality of arbitral proceedings was portrayed as a lack of transparency. 

---

[73] Open letter by the Alliance for Justice, March 2015, to Majority Leader McConnell, Minority Leader Reid, Speaker Boehner, Minority Leader Pelosi, and Ambassador Froman, at 1, online: <www.afj.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/ISDS-Letter-3.11.pdf> (“[... we urge you to protect the rule of law and our nation’s sovereignty by ensuring ISDS is not included.]” [Open letter by the Alliance for Justice].

[74] Open letter by law professors, 7 April 2015, to Majority Leader McConnell, Minority Leader Reid, Speaker Boehner, Minority Leader Pelosi, and Ambassador Froman, online: <www.mcgill.ca/fortier-chair/files/fortier-chair/isds_letter-april_20_final.docx> (“We the undersigned— professors and scholars of international law, arbitration, and dispute settlement—strongly support a robust, even-handed, and careful discussion about investment treaty arbitration (ITA), which is sometimes referred to as investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS). We believe, however, that the discussion should be based on facts and balanced representations, rather than on errors or skewed information.”) [Open letter by law professors]. *Ibid.* at 5 (“Contrary to the assertions contained in the Alliance for Justice letter, investment treaty arbitration does not undermine the rule of law. It ensures that, where a right is given, a remedy is also provided. It permits foreign investors to hold host states to the obligations they have undertaken in their treaties by means of a quasi-judicial process; and it also offers a forum for states to vindicate their policy choices.”).


[76] In this vein, see e.g. the Seattle to Brussels Network in a brief from January 2014, entitled “Seattle to Brussels Network refutes European Commission’s defense of controversial investor-to-state dispute settlement”; online: <www.tni.org/sites/www.tni.org/files/download/s2b_response_to_dgtrade_long.pdf> (“There is clear evidence that proposed and even adopted laws on public health and environmental protection have been abandoned or watered down because of the threat of corporate claims for damages. [...] Through regulatory chill effects and the cost of arbitration and awards, ISDS provisions constitute a considerable and growing policy and financial risk. The exponential growth in the number of ISDS cases spurred on by international trade lawyers; frivolous claims; and pressures to shelve regulation under threat of investment claims are systemic flaws.”). Further on this issue, see E Neumayer, “Do countries fail to raise environmental standards? An evaluation of policy options addressing ‘regulatory chill’” (2001) 43 Intl J Sustainable Development 231; S Schill, “Do Investment Treaties Chill Unilateral State Regulation to Mitigate Climate Change?” (2007) 24:5 J Intl Arb 469; K Tienhaara, “Regulatory Chill and the Threat of Arbitration: A View from Political Science” in C Brown & K Miles, eds, *Evolution in Investment Treaty Law and Arbitration* (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2011) 607.


[78] Lone Pine Resources Inc. v The Government of Canada, ICSID Case No UNCT/15/2, Notice of Arbitration, 6 September 2013 (UNCITRAL, NAFTA).

[79] See e.g. a report released on 6 March 2015 by the Sierra Club, “No fracking way: how the EU-US trade agreement risks expanding fracking”, *Issue Brief*, March 2014, at 5, <http://action.sierrachannel.org/site/DocServer/ForEE_TTIP-ISDS-fracking-060314.pdf?docID=152411> (“The proposed investment chapter in the TTIP is expected to include far-reaching rights for foreign investors that could undermine government decisions to ban and regulate fracking. US companies investing in Europe could directly challenge fracking bans or regulations at private international tribunals – potentially paving the way for millions of euro in compensation, paid by European taxpayers.”). Further on this issue, see The Council of Canadians, “The CETA Deception: The right to regulate – health and environmental standards”, online: <www.canadians.org/ceta-deception-2> (“Free trade, whether in Canada’s agreements with other countries or at the World Trade Organization, is absolutely designed to limit when, where and how governments regulate. [...] These deals also contain investment chapters that give corporations tools to enforce their rights to be free from what they consider overly burdensome regulation. [...] The investor-to-state dispute settlement process [...] fundamentally undermines health and environmental regulation. Governments may continue to regulate where a policy has been found to violate investment rights, but only after paying fines of tens and even hundreds of millions of dollars.”). See also P Eberhardt, T Feodoroff, E Lui, C Olivet & S Trew, “The right to say no: EU–Canada trade agreement threatens fracking bans”, *Issue Brief*, May 2013, online: <http://corporateeurope.org/sites/default/files/publications/ceta-fracking-briefing.pdf>.

transparency and a threat to public, democratic decision making because anonymous arbitrators could "force" sovereign states to undo their policy decisions.\(^{82}\)

While a number of ISA-specific issues did indeed raise concerns and had been discussed in investment arbitration and policy-making circles for quite a while, the anti-ISA campaign of the 2010s appeared to overlook, or chose to ignore, the multiple developments in investment arbitration over the last decade. In fact, many of these developments addressed core aspects of the criticism raised against ISA.

The perceived secrecy or lack of transparency of ISA, resulting from the confidentiality prevalent in commercial arbitration — although never as pervasive in ISA — has been significantly reduced, mostly through the work of institutions active in the role of administering ISA, but also by policy makers negotiating IIAs. In 2006, the ICSID Arbitration Rules were amended with a view to more transparency, now permitting \textit{amicus curiae} participation as well as more general publication of awards.\(^{83}\) In a similar effort, UNCITRAL adopted its Rules on Transparency in Investor-State Arbitration in 2013.\(^{84}\) Pursuant to the 2015 Mauritian Convention, these transparency rules can even be made to apply retroactively to existing investment treaties concluded before April 1, 2014.\(^{85}\)

At the same time, treaty negotiators have increasingly provided for transparency in the ISA chapters of IIAs. These range from publication obligations for awards and even submissions to permit access to ISA to third parties through \textit{amicus} briefs and the possibility of public hearings.\(^{86}\) As a result, ISA is often more transparent, and its outcomes more easily accessible to the public, than the normal domestic court system.\(^{87}\)

\(^{82}\) See e.g. Open letter by the Alliance for Justice, \textit{supra} note 73 at 1 (“Essentially, corporations use ISDS to challenge government policies, actions, or decisions that they allege reduce the value of their investments. These challenges are not heard in a normal court but instead before a tribunal of private lawyers.”).


\(^{86}\) As for the publication of awards under NAFTA’s Chapter 11, see NAFTA, 32 ILM 289, Annex 1137.4: Publication of an Award, pursuant to which either the investor or the respondent may make an award public in cases where Canada or the United States is/are disputing parties. No similar allowance is contained for Mexico. However, the publication of documents at an arbitral tribunal constituted under NAFTA Chapter 11 became mandatory by virtue of a binding interpretation of the NAFTA Free Trade Commission (\textit{Notes of Interpretation of Certain Chapter 11 Provisions} (31 July 2001), online: <www.state.gov/documents/organization/38790.pdf>). While the possibility for amicus briefs has not been formally provided for in NAFTA itself, it has been, first of all, permitted within arbitral practice (see \textit{Methanex Corporation v United States of America}, Decision of the Tribunal on Petitions from Third Persons to Intervene as “amicus curiae” of 15 January 2001 (UNCITRAL), para 53) and subsequently confirmed by the Statement of the NAFTA Free Trade Commission on Non-Disputing Party Participation (7 October 2003), online: <www.state.gov/documents/organization/38791.pdf>. Similarly, NAFTA does not regulate public access to hearings. This issue had, however, been addressed by a joint statement of the Governments of Canada and the United States guaranteeing public hearings in NAFTA proceedings to which they are a disputing party (see Office of the US Trade Representative, Press Release, “NAFTA Commission Announces New Transparency Measures” (7 October 2005), online: <https://ustr.gov/archive/Document_Library/Press_Releases/2005/October/NAFTA_Commission_Announces_New_Transparency_Measures.html>). This step was subsequently followed by Mexico, see Office of the US Trade Representative, Press Release, “NAFTA Free Trade Commission Joint Statement – ‘A Decade of Achievement’” (16 July 2004), online: <https://ustr.gov/archive/Document_Library/Press_Releases/2004/July/NAFTA_Free_Trade_Commission_Joint_Statement_A_Decade_of_Achievement.html>.

\(^{87}\) See Open letter by law professors, \textit{supra} note 74 at 5 (“The United States and Canada have been champions of transparency in investment treaty arbitration. Each has, since 2001, maintained a website where they post the awards rendered in the cases they defend. They also post pleadings, memorials, and procedural decisions. Mexico has followed the same practice in NAFTA Chapter 11 proceedings. These materials are available for free. In that respect they are more easily and widely available than documents in most U.S. courts. The U.S. federal government maintains an electronic records system for domestic litigation, but users must pay for access ($10 per page.”)).
Similarly, the notion that investors enjoy too-broad rights by being able to invoke unpredictably vague standards whenever their profits may be threatened has been recognized by host states as inherently against their own interest and has led to a number of treaty changes, leading to ever more detailed formulations of the substantive standards of investment protection. In parallel, IIA treaty negotiators have started to include clauses expressly recognizing the host state’s right to regulate.

At the same time, it should not be overlooked that investment tribunals have refined their jurisprudence over the years, clarifying that investment standards are not intended to limit the legitimate regulatory space (“right to regulate”) of host countries. Further, IIA treaty makers have increasingly resorted to the use of joint commissions or committees consisting of representatives of the contracting parties empowered to give authoritative interpretations of IIAs.

Much time and effort has also been spent by various arbitration institutions and treaty makers to consider how appellate structures could be inserted into ISA. This started with proposals for amending the ICSID Convention a decade ago, and also led to the inclusion of possible appellate mechanisms in individual IIAs.

---

89 See also infra text at note 105.
90 See e.g. Norwegian Draft Model BIT (2007), art 12, online: <www.regjeringen.no/contentassets/e47326b61fe2a4e9c3d470896492623/draft-model-agreement-english.pdf> (“Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent a Party from adopting, maintaining or enforcing any measure otherwise consistent with this Agreement that it considers appropriate to ensure that investment activity is undertaken in a manner sensitive to health, safety or environmental concerns.”); Finland-China BIT (2004), art 6(6), online: <http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/Download/TreatyFile/733> (“Provided that such measures are not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination by a Contracting Party, or a disguised investment restriction, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as preventing the Contracting Parties from taking any measure necessary for the maintenance of public interest.”); see also EFTA-Singapore FTA (2002), art 43, online: <www.efta.int/media/documents/legal-texts/free-trade-relations/singapore/EFTA-Singapore%20Free%20Trade%20Agreement.pdf> (“Nothing in this Chapter shall be construed to prevent a Party from adopting, maintaining or enforcing any measure consistent with this Chapter that is in the public interest, such as measures to meet health, safety or environmental concerns”); Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, Preamble (“Recognizing that the provisions of this Agreement preserve the right to regulate within their territories and resolving to preserve their flexibility to achieve legitimate policy objectives, such as public health, safety, environment, public morals and the promotion and protection of cultural diversity.”)
91 See e.g. Parkerings v Lithuania, ICSID Case No ARB/05/8, Award, 11 September 2007, para 332 (“It is each State’s undeniable right and privilege to exercise its sovereign legislative power. A State has the right to enact, modify or cancel a law at its own discretion. Save for the existence of an agreement, in the form of a stabilisation clause or otherwise, there is nothing objectionable about the amendment brought to the regulatory framework existing at the time an investor made its investment. As a matter of fact, any businessman or investor knows that laws will evolve over time. What is prohibited however is for a State to act unfairly, unreasonably or inequitably in the exercise of its legislative power.”); Plama v Bulgaria, ICSID Case No ARB/03/24, Award, 27 August 2008, para 177 (“The stability of the legal framework has been identified as an emerging standard of fair and equitable treatment in international law.”); however, the State maintains its legitimate right to regulate, and this right should also be considered when assessing the compliance with the standard of fair and equitable treatment.”); Impregilo v Argentina, ICSID Case No ARB/07/17, Award, 21 June 2011, para 290 (“… In the Tribunal’s understanding, fair and equitable treatment cannot be designed to ensure the immutability of the legal order, the economic world and the social universe and play the role assumed by stabilization clauses specifically to foreign investors with whom the State has signed investment agreements.”); Mobil Investments Canada Inc & Murphy Oil Corporation v Canada, ICSID Case No ARB(AF)/07/4, Decision on Liability and on Principles of Quantum, 22 May 2012, para 153 (“This applicable [FET] standard does not require a State to maintain a stable legal and business environment for investments, if this is intended to suggest that the rules governing an investment are not permitted to change, whether to a significant or modest extent. Article 1105 protect an investor from changes that give rise to an unstable legal and business environment, but only if those changes may be characterized as arbitrary or grossly unfair or discriminatory, or otherwise inconsistent with the customary international law standard. In a complex international and domestic environment, there is nothing in Article 1105 to prevent a public authority from changing the regulatory environment to take account of new policies and needs, even if some of those changes may have far-reaching consequences and effects, and even if they impose significant additional burdens on an investor. Article 1105 is not, and was never intended to amount to, a guarantee against regulatory change, or to reflect a requirement that an investor is entitled to expect no material changes to the regulatory framework within which an investment is made. […]”); Suez, Sociedad General de Aguas de Barcelona S.A. and Interagua Servicios Integrales de Agua S.A. v Argentina, ICSID Case No ARB/03/17, Decision on Liability, 30 July 2010, para 216 (“In interpreting the meaning of ‘just’ or ‘fair and equitable treatment’ to be accorded to investors, the Tribunal must balance the legitimate and reasonable expectations of the Claimants with the right to regulate the provision of a vital public service.”). See also C Yannaca-Small, “Indirect Expropriation and the ‘Right to Regulate’ in International Investment Law” (Baden-Baden: Nomos, 2014); C Henckels, “Direct Expropriation and the Right to Regulate: Revisiting Proportionality Analysis and the Standard of Review in Investor-State Arbitration” (2012) 15:1 J Intl Econ L 223.
92 See e.g. NAFTA, supra note 47, art 1131, or the 2012 US Model BIT, art 31.
With regard to the perceived dominance of self-interested, unaccountable lawyers as arbitrators, who “rotate between being arbitrators and bringing cases for corporations against governments,” various arbitration institutions have adopted and revised their conflict-of-interest rules, which subject arbitrators to strict ethical rules concerning their independence and impartiality. Failure to comply with these demands leads to disqualification from sitting on a tribunal. Furthermore, investment arbitration practice since 2000 demonstrates that tribunals have become more sensitive to allegations of actual or perceived lack of independence or impartiality of arbitrators, resulting in a number of successful arbitrator challenges.

Further, and linked to the argument that ISA merely serves big corporate interests, it is sometimes asserted that investors often resort to abusive litigation by bringing highly expensive proceedings before investment tribunals, which forces host states into costly settlements.

Finally, critics argue that ISA circumvents the national judiciary and is thus a form of “privatized” dispute settlement lacking democratic legitimacy and offering a preferential procedural treatment not enjoyed by domestic investors.

The European Commission’s Reflection Period and Consultations on ISA

Toward the end of 2013, public criticism of investment protection, and of ISA in particular, gained such momentum that the European Commission interrupted the TTIP negotiations and announced a “reflection period” in late January 2014. This led to a public consultation in which the European Commission invited the public to comment on various issues of its trade policy. The questions posed included specific sections dealing with ISA.

In the course of this public consultation, the European Commission received a total of 149,399 online contributions. The largest number of replies was received from the United Kingdom (52,008), followed by Austria (33,753) and Germany (32,513). Depending on the specific interests of the respective participants of this survey, the opinions submitted to the European Commission have been divided. However, the general outcome of the consultation fairly unambiguously reflects a broad opposition

---

95 See Open letter by the Alliance for Justice, supra note 73 at 1 (“ISDS proceedings lack many of the basic protections and procedures of the justice system normally available in a court of law. There is no appeals process. There is no oversight or accountability of the private lawyers who serve as arbitrators, many of whom rotate between being arbitrators and bringing cases for corporations against governments. The system is also a one-way ratchet because corporations can sue, forcing governments to spend significant resources, while governments impacted by foreign corporations cannot bring any claims.”); J Weisman, “Trans-Pacific Partnership seen as Door for Foreign Suits against US”, New York Times (25 March 2015), online: <www.nytimes.com/2015/03/26/business/trans-pacific-partnership-seen-as-door-for-foreign-suits-against-us.html>.

96 See, inter alia, UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules 2010, art 6(7) (“The appointing authority shall have regard to such considerations as are likely to secure the appointment of an independent and impartial arbitrator and shall take into account the advisability of appointing an arbitrator of a nationality other than the nationalities of the parties.”); ICSID Convention, supra note 26, art 14(1) (“Persons designated to serve on the Panels shall be persons of high moral character and recognized competence in the fields of law, commerce, industry or finance, who may be relied upon to exercise independent judgment. Competence in the field of law shall be of particular importance in the case of persons on the Panel of Arbitrators.”); see also International Bar Association, Guidelines on Conflicts of Interest in International Arbitration, approved on 22 May 2004 by the Council of the International Bar Association, online: <www.ibanet.org/Publications/publications_IBA_guides_and_free_materials.aspx>.


98 See e.g. Open letter by the Alliance for Justice, supra note 73 at 1 (“This practice [of ISA] threatens domestic sovereignty and weakens the rule of law by giving corporations special legal rights, allowing them to ignore domestic courts, and subjecting the United States to extrajudicial private arbitration.”); See also S Brodl, “Freihandelsabkommen, einige Anmerkungen zur Problematik der privaten Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit”, Hans Böckler Stiftung, Report No 4 (January 2015), online: <www.boeckler.de/pdf/p_mbf_report_2015_4.pdf>.


100 Among them: Question 6: Transparency in ISDS; Question 7: Multiple claims and relationship to domestic courts; Question 8: Arbitrator ethics, conduct and qualification; Question 9: Reducing the risk of frivolous and unfounded cases; Question 10: Allowing claims to proceed (filter); Question 11: Guidance by the Parties (the EU and the US) on the interpretation of the agreement; and Question 12: Appellate Mechanism and consistency of rulings.

to ISA in the TTIP or in general and, in some cases, even to the TTIP as such. As the European Commission’s assessment noted, out of nearly 150,000 responses, almost 145,000 were more or less identical answers, sent in a copy/paste fashion by individuals on the basis of answers prepared by NGOs. Nevertheless, some 3,000 individuals, as well as 450 organizations representing EU civil society (business organizations, trade unions, consumer organizations, law firms, academics, etc.) participated in the consultation.

THE MAIN FEATURES OF ISA IN THE CANADA-EU CETA

While ISA was negotiated together with the substantive investment protection provisions in the agreement with Canada, the public debate not only called for various reforms with regard to the perceived deficiencies of ISA, as contained in most of the traditional EU member state IIAs, it also led to increased opposition toward ISA in general.

Since much of the specific criticism voiced against traditional ISA coincided with the ISA skepticism debated within NAFTA countries, the European Commission found a ready interlocutor on the Canadian side to negotiate a number of new features in response to ISA criticism.

In fact, a number of issues raised by critics of ISA relate not only to the dispute-settlement method of ISA, but also to the scope of protection under IIAs and the scope of rights granted to investors under typical IIA substantive protection standards. Thus, these issues and the way treaty negotiators tried to cope with them will be addressed as well. As can be seen in the following analysis, the draft CETA text contains a number of novel features that reflect the negotiators’ attempt to limit investor rights quite considerably, compared to traditional IIAs and BITs.

Limits to Investor Rights in Order to Secure Host States’ Right to Regulate

As already mentioned, many of the points of criticism voiced against ISA in the most recent anti-ISA debate in some EU member states were not entirely new and have already been addressed on various levels.

The draft CETA text similarly demonstrates that EU negotiators have attempted to seriously react to perceived pro-investor bias in traditional IIAs. The resulting investment chapter of the CETA clearly limits investor rights, compared to the texts of previous IIAs, and it specifically uses language aimed at improving ISA.

More Precise and Limited Protection Standards

The concern that investment protection standards would be too vague and imprecise, potentially leading to an investor protection level that could threaten the regulatory freedom of host states and the legitimate exercise of their right to regulate, has been addressed by incorporating clear language that host state rights should not be unduly limited.

The traditional IIA or BIT concluded by EU member states in the past contained similar substantive treatment standards: typically, the twin obligations of FET as well as FPS (often even contained in a single provision) and the two non-discrimination obligations of national treatment and MFN, frequently supplemented by prohibitions against arbitrary or discriminatory treatment. A further cornerstone of European BITs has always been the guarantee that investors would not be expropriated — directly or indirectly — except in the public interest, in a non-discriminatory way, according to due process and — most important in practice — under the condition that they receive adequate, prompt and effective

---


103 Ibid. at 3.

104 In this regard, it is telling that according to the European Commission a significant number of the questions on specific issues regarding ISA (see supra text at note 100) posed by the European Commission in its public consultation on ISDS were frequently answered with phrases such as “no comment – I don’t think that ISDS should be part of TTIP”, see ibid at 10.

105 See supra text at note 89.
compensation. Less uniformly contained in BITs are so-called umbrella clauses, while “free transfer of funds” guarantees are regularly found in IIAs.

The often laconic language of such protection standards has increasingly been regarded as a potential threat to the regulatory sovereignty of host states. Thus, a number of BITs, in particular the Canadian and US Model BITs of 2004,\textsuperscript{106} and subsequent treaty practice have started to adopt more restrictive language aimed at ensuring that investor rights are not interpreted too broadly. In parallel, investment arbitration decisions have become increasingly cautious and tribunals have started to explicitly balance investor and host state rights.

A Specific Restriction of the FET Standard

The most critically viewed investment protection standard is FET, which is also the most often invoked one. The detailed wording of the CETA’s FET standard can be regarded as a “codification” of the more restrictive elements of FET jurisprudence by investment tribunals, which have emphasized the sovereign right to regulate of host states and held that mere changes in the regulatory environment or legitimate regulatory actions do not normally constitute violations of FET.\textsuperscript{107}

In fact, the usual short FET clause stipulating that “[e]ach Party shall accord in its territory to investors and to covered investments of the other Party fair and equitable treatment”\textsuperscript{108} is accompanied by a paragraph defining a breach of the FET obligation as a measure or series of measures constituting:

- denial of justice in criminal, civil or administrative proceedings;
- fundamental breach of due process, including a fundamental breach of transparency, in judicial and administrative proceedings;
- manifest arbitrariness;
- targeted discrimination on manifestly wrongful grounds, such as gender, race or religious belief;
- abusive treatment of investors, such as coercion, duress and harassment; or
- a breach of any further elements of the fair and equitable treatment obligation adopted by the Parties in accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article.\textsuperscript{109}

Apparently, the CETA drafters incorporated many elements found in arbitration practice, although, presumably intentionally, not all of them. For instance, “stability,” an element usually identified by investment tribunals in attempts to define the content of FET,\textsuperscript{110} and normally serving investor interests, is clearly missing in the draft CETA text. This indicates that the negotiating parties intended not to make CETA’s FET version too “investor-friendly.” It seems to underline the intention expressed in the November 2013 European Commission factsheet, “Investment Protection and Investor-to-State Dispute Settlement in EU agreements,” to “confirm, as a standing principle, the Parties’ right to regulate and to pursue legitimate public policy objectives” and to “set out precisely what elements are covered and thus prohibited” by FET in EU investment agreements.\textsuperscript{111}

\textsuperscript{107} See supra text at note 91.
\textsuperscript{108} Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.9(1).
\textsuperscript{109} Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.9(2).
\textsuperscript{110} See e.g. Occidental Exploration and Petroleum Company v The Republic of Ecuador, LCIA Case No UN3467, Award, 1 July 2004 (UNCITRAL), para 183 (“Although fair and equitable treatment is not defined in the Treaty, the Preamble clearly records the agreement of the parties that such treatment ‘is desirable in order to maintain a stable framework for investment and maximum effective utilization of economic resources’. The stability of the legal and business framework is thus an essential element of fair and equitable treatment.”); see also CMS Gas Transmission Company v The Republic of Argentina, ICSID Case No ARB-01/3, Award, 12 May 2005, para 276–277 (“276. In addition to the specific terms of the Treaty, the significant number of treaties, both bilateral and multilateral, that have dealt with this standard also unequivocally shows that fair and equitable treatment is inseparable from stability and predictability. […] 277. It is not a question of whether the legal framework might need to be frozen as it can always evolve and be adapted to changing circumstances, but neither is it a question of whether the framework can be dispensed with altogether when specific commitments to the contrary have been made. The law of foreign investment and its protection has been developed with the specific objective of avoiding such adverse legal effects.”). See also R Dolzer & C Schreuer, \textit{Principles of International Investment Law}, 2nd ed (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2012) 145ff [Dolzer & Schreuer].
\textsuperscript{111} European Commission Fact Sheet, infra note 123 at 2, 7f.
FPS Limited to Physical Security

The overall limiting tendency underlying CETA’s substantive treatment provisions is also evident in the context of FPS. However, it is not in the sense that FPS would be limited by the customary international law minimum standard, as one might have expected, given the NAFTA heritage of such an approach.112 Rather, the limiting element derives from another strand of FPS jurisprudence. While the draft CETA article containing FPS, combined with FET, merely requires that “[e]ach Party shall accord in its territory to investors and to covered investments of the other Party [fair and equitable treatment and] full protection and security,” paragraph 6 of this article clarifies that “full protection and security” is limited to “physical security.”113 This limitation must be understood against the background of a jurisprudential divide according to which some investment tribunals have held that FPS would be limited to prevent actual physical security of investors and investments,114 whereas others have considered that the standard would go “beyond physical security.”115

While the clarification in the draft CETA text will ensure that FPS can be invoked only in cases concerning physical interferences with investments, it is questionable whether this will imply a significant reduction of protection for investors, since most non-physical interferences constitute violations of the FET standard.

Expropriation and the Right to Regulate

Similarly, the expropriation provision of CETA, which resembles the typical expropriation clause found in many European BITs,116 is expressly made subject to clarifications in an annex on expropriation. This annex reproduces the shared understandings already expressed in the Canadian Model BIT 2004117 and the US Model BIT 2012.118

This understanding within CETA sets out that a finding of indirect expropriation requires a case-by-case, fact-based inquiry and provides a number of relevant factors, such as the economic impact of the measure, its duration, the extent to which it interferes with “distinct, reasonable investment-backed expectations,” and the character of the measure or series of measures, notably their object, context and intent, in order to determine whether specific measures constitute indirect expropriation. Finally, the understanding contains language inspired by the police powers doctrine,119 aimed at ensuring that

---


113 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.9(6) (“For greater certainty, ‘full protection and security’ refers to the Party’s obligations relating to physical security of investors and covered investments.”).

114 See e.g. Saluka Investments B.V (The Netherlands) v The Czech Republic, Partial Award, 17 March 2006, para 484 (“The practice of arbitral tribunals seems to indicate, however, that the ‘full security and protection’ clause is not meant to cover just any kind of impairment of an investor’s investment, but to protect more specifically the physical integrity of an investment against interference by use of force.”); Suez, Sociedad General de Aguas de Barcelona S.A., and InterAgua Servicios Integrales del Agua S.A. v The Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No ARB/03/17, Decision on Liability, 30 July 2010, para 169 (“[. . .] the absence of the word ‘full’ or ‘fully’ in the full protection and security provisions [. . .] supports this view of an obligation limited to providing physical protection and related legal remedies for the Spanish Claimants and their assets.”).

115 See e.g. Siemens A.G. v Argentina, ICSID Case No ARB/02/08, Award, 6 February 2007, para 303 (“[. . .] the obligation to provide full protection and security [was] wider than ‘physical’ protection and security” because it was “difficult to understand how the physical security of an intangible asset would be achieved.”); Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal v Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No ARB/97/3, Award, 20 August 2007, para 7.4.15 (“If the parties to the BIT had intended to limit the obligation to ‘physical interferences’, they could have done so by including words to that effect in the section. In the absence of such words of limitation, the scope of the Article 5(1) protection should be interpreted to apply to reach any act or measure which deprives an investor’s investment of protection and full security, providing, in accordance with the Treaty’s specific wording, the act or measure also constitutes unfair and inequitable treatment. Such actions or measures need not threaten physical possession or the legally protected terms of operation of the investment.”).

116 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.11.


118 US Model BIT 2012, Annex B.

bona fide regulation in the public interest should not be considered expropriatory, which in turn is reflective of investment arbitration jurisprudence on the limits of indirect expropriation. While such language will not be able to solve all issues, it clearly constitutes helpful guidance to investment tribunals.

The approach is also in line with the November 2013 European Commission factsheet, which specifically stated that “future EU agreements will provide a detailed set of provisions giving guidance to arbitrators on how to decide whether or not a government measure constitutes indirect expropriation. In particular, when the state is protecting the public interest in a non-discriminatory way, the right of the state to regulate should prevail over the economic impact of those measures on the investor.” It seems that the European Commission thereby adopted not only the Canadian approach, but also followed the wishes of the European Parliament to find a “clear and fair balance between public welfare objectives and private interests” in defining indirect expropriation.

**MFN Treatment Excluding Maffezini**

Also with regard to the non-discrimination standard of MFN treatment, the draft CETA text contains two significant limitations, which contrast with the considerable extension of the national treatment obligation to the pre-investment phase.

Reacting to the uncertainty created by investment tribunals in the aftermath of the *Maffezini* case, whether an MFN clause should permit claimants to invoke more favourable procedural (possibly even jurisdictional) provisions in third-country BITs or at least to overcome procedural obstacles, such as waiting periods, or whether it would not permit them to do so, the draft MFN clause of the CETA expressly excludes ISA.

Secondly, the CETA MFN clause contains innovative language aimed at preventing not only the “importation” of more favourable dispute-settlement provisions, but also, more generally, of better

---

120 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, Annex X.11(3) (“For greater certainty, except in the rare circumstance where the impact of the measure or series of measures is so severe in light of its purpose that it appears manifestly excessive, non-discriminatory measures by a Party that are designed and applied to protect legitimate public welfare objectives, such as health, safety and the environment, do not constitute indirect expropriation.”).
121 See e.g. *Telem v Hungary*, ICSID Case No ARB-04/15, Award, 13 September 2006, para 64 (“It is well established that the mere exercise by government of regulatory powers that create impediments to business or entail the payment of taxes and other levies does not of itself constitute expropriation.”).
123 European Parliament Resolution, supra note 43, para 19 (“[Calling for] protection against direct and indirect expropriation, giving a definition that establishes a clear and fair balance between public welfare objectives and private interests.”).
124 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.6(1) (“Each Party shall accord to investors of the other Party and to covered investments, treatment no less favourable than the treatment it accords, in like situations to its own investors and to their investments with respect to the establishment, acquisition, expansion, conduct, operation, management, maintenance, use, enjoyment and sale or disposal of their investments in its territory.”). This follows the Canada/United States approach to ensure market access/admission obligations by extending national treatment to the establishment phase. See e.g. US Model BIT 2012, art 3(1). See also Dolzer & Schreuer, supra note 110, 89; A Reinsch, “Most Favoured Nation Treatment” in M Bungenberg, J Griebel, S Hobe & A Reinisch, eds, *International Investment Law* (Baden-Baden and Oxford, UK: Nomos/Hart Publishing, 2015) 807 at 816.
125 *Emilio Agustín Maffezini v Spain*, ICSID Case No ARB/97/7, Decision on Jurisdiction, 25 January 2000.
128 In *Plama Consortium Limited v Republic of Bulgaria*, ICSID Case No ARB/03/24, Decision on Jurisdiction, 8 February 2005, para 223, the tribunal held that “an MFN provision in a basic treaty does not incorporate by reference dispute settlement provisions in whole or in part set forth in another treaty, unless the MFN provision in the basic treaty leaves no doubt that the Contracting Parties intended to incorporate them.” See also *Daimler Financial Services AG v The Argentine Republic*, ICSID Case No ARB/05/1, Decision on Jurisdiction, 22 August 2012. The tribunal in *Wintershall Aktiengesellschaft v Argentine Republic*, ICSID Case No ARB/04/14, Award, 8 December 2008, even denied the avoidance of waiting periods.
129 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.7 (“For greater certainty, the “treatment” referred to in Paragraph 1 and 2 does not include investor-to-state dispute settlement procedures provided for in other international investment treaties and other trade agreements. [...].”)
treatment standards contained in third-country IIAs, something routinely allowed in investment arbitration. CETA will thereby ensure that the specifically negotiated limitations of the scope of FET, FPS and indirect expropriation cannot be circumvented by reliance on more favourable provisions in third-country IIAs.

Overall, the substantive treatment provisions in the draft CETA demonstrate a very cautious approach to investment protection, which has led commentators to conclude that they will provide only a low level of protection and a great deal of freedom for host states to regulate.

**Treaty Interpretation by the Contracting Parties**

While the more detailed formulation of the precise scope of the substantive protection standards is guided by the goal of securing host states’ right to regulate, the same purpose is intended to be served by a legal device allowing the parties to CETA to amend the treaty in a flexible way through a joint committee, without the need to resort to formal renegotiation.

According to the draft text, CETA will set up a Trade Committee empowered to adopt interpretations and amendments of some of the CETA provisions. With regard to the investment chapter, CETA also envisages a Committee on Services and Investment, which is intended to serve as a forum for consultations between the parties on “possible improvements of this Chapter, in particular in the light of experience and developments in other international fora.” In addition to its various advisory functions in the field of the planned appellate structure of CETA, the Committee on Services and Investment should have the power to recommend to the Trade Committee interpretations and clarifications of substantive investment protection standards of CETA.

This emphasizes the mutual independence of treaty makers and investment tribunals, in particular in regard to the FET clause by offering the contracting parties (through the Trade Committee and the Committee on Services and Investment) the possibility of reviewing and clarifying the specific content of FET by adding further elements. This is an interesting alternative to the authoritative interpretation approach pursued by NAFTA article 1131, which has led to a number of sometimes controversial interpretations, including the one that stipulated that NAFTA’s FET does not go beyond the customary international law minimum standards.

130 *Ibid. ("4. […] Substantive obligations in other international investment treaties and other trade agreements do not in themselves constitute ‘treatment’, and thus cannot give rise to a breach of this article, absent measures adopted by a Party pursuant to such obligations.").

131 See e.g. Berschunder v Russian Federation, SCC Case No 080/2004, Award, 21 April 2006, para 179 ("It is universally agreed that the very essence of an MFN provision in a BIT is to afford to investors all material protection provided by subsequent treaties […]"); *MTD Equity v Chile*, ICSID Case No ARB/01/7, Award, 25 May 2004, para 100 ("[…] The Tribunal considers it appropriate to examine the MFN clause in the BIT and satisfy itself that its terms permit the use of the provisions of the Denmark BIT and Croatia BIT as a legal basis for the claims submitted to its decision.").


133 Pursuant to Article X.02 of the final provisions of the draft CETA, while the Parties may amend the agreement itself, the “Trade Committee may decide to amend the Annexes, Appendices, Protocols and Notes of this Agreement. The Parties may approve the decision subject to their respective applicable internal requirements and procedures. The decision shall enter into force on such date as the Parties may agree.” Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.02.

134 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.02.

135 See infra text at note 154.

136 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.9(3) (“The Parties shall regularly, or upon request of a Party, review the content of the obligation to provide fair and equitable treatment. The Committee on Services and Investment may develop recommendations in this regard and submit them to the Trade Committee for decision.”), in conjunction with art X.9(2)(f).

137 NAFTA Free Trade Commission Clarifications Related to NAFTA Chapter 11, Decisions of 31 July 2001, online: <www.worldtradelaw.net/nafta/chap11interp.pdf> (“B. 1. Article 1105(1) prescribes the customary international law minimum standard of treatment of aliens as the minimum standard of treatment to be afforded to investments of investors of another Party. 2. The concepts of ‘fair and equitable treatment’ and ‘full protection and security’ do not require treatment in addition to or beyond that which is required by the customary international law minimum standard of treatment of aliens.”).
But the CETA text also follows the NAFTA experience, which allows for authoritative treaty interpretation by the contracting parties, in providing that “[w]here serious concerns arise as regards matters of interpretation that may affect investment, the Committee on Services and Investment may, pursuant to Article X.42(3)(a), recommend to the Trade Committee the adoption of interpretations of the Agreement. An interpretation adopted by the Trade Committee shall be binding on a Tribunal established under this Chapter. The Trade Committee may decide that an interpretation shall have binding effect from a specific date.”

The parties will thus be able to correct “unexpected” or otherwise “unwelcome” interpretations of substantive treaty provisions by investment tribunals.

**SPECIFIC ISA-RELEVANT ASPECTS OF CETA**

In addition to spelling out very clearly, in regard to the applicable substantive investment protection standards, that investment tribunals should not limit the policy space of host states, the draft CETA text also specifically addresses a number of the major points of criticism raised against the system of ISA itself, ranging from the perceived or actual lack of transparency, of appellate review, of arbitrator independence or pro-investor or pro-state bias, among others.

**What Relationship to the National Judiciary? Avoidance of Parallel Proceedings**

The argument that ISA allows investors to bypass or circumvent domestic adjudication is often an oversimplification. While ISA is frequently portrayed as a dangerous avoidance of domestic courts, one should not forget that one of the initial purposes of ISA was precisely to have access to a more neutral international forum instead of the local courts of the host state that is a party to the dispute and, of course, to serve as an alternative to diplomatic protection.

A related issue is the question of whether investors should have both domestic and international recourse. Traditional rules of diplomatic protection required the exhaustion of local remedies before international dispute-settlement options could be accessed. While this requirement is expressly dispensed within the ICSID Convention in general, most other investment tribunals have also permitted investors to sue without requiring them to exhaust local remedies. Some IIAs expressly address the issue of parallel litigation and try to design rules to avoid such duplication, which range from fork-in-the-road to exhaustion of local remedies clauses.

The draft CETA text also contains language to this effect. It neither requires nor prohibits investors to first litigate their claims in domestic fora; rather, it seeks to prevent parallel proceedings by permitting access to ISA only when a final determination has been made or the investor claims have been effectively withdrawn.
A related issue is the fear that ISA may be used to circumvent the domestic judiciary for purely contractual claims against host states. In fact, this is a complex problem that needs careful attention.

The main tool to raise claims that are usually settled by domestic courts before investment tribunals are so-called umbrella or observance-of-obligations clauses, which require states to respect the obligations they entered into with regard to a specific investment. A good example is found in the ECT to which the European Union is a party. It provides that host states shall observe “any obligations” they have “entered into with an Investor.” In other words, umbrella clauses potentially bring contractual and other individual obligations within the ambit of an IIA and thus make them enforceable through ISA.

In this context, it is important to note that Canada has traditionally resisted umbrella clauses and that while the draft CETA investment text of November 21, 2013, contained an EU suggestion for an umbrella clause, the current final draft agreement does not contain such a clause. This implies that contractual disagreements and disputes cannot be brought under the protection of CETA.

Further, article X.17 of the CETA draft is unambiguous in permitting only so-called treaty claims. Hence, this provision excludes investment disputes concerning contractual issues from being litigated under the ISDS chapter of the treaty. This is evident when comparing the current formulation with broader dispute settlement clauses in other IIAs.

**An Appellate Mechanism**

The CETA draft also reacts to a political demand, countering the threat of an unpredictable and inconsistent jurisprudence by envisaging the creation of an appellate mechanism similar to some of the new US IIAs and the US Model BIT. The CETA draft specifically entrusts the Committee on Services and Investment to provide a consultation forum for the CETA parties to consider whether such a mechanism “to review, on points of law, awards rendered by a tribunal,” pursuant to the ISDS chapter, should be created in the future.

This relates to a long-standing debate in investment law circles about the feasibility and usefulness of the creation of a “second instance” in this form of dispute settlement. Although an appellate mechanism would clearly prolong proceedings and lead to higher litigation costs, it is often asserted that such a mechanism would foster the uniformity and predictability of the outcomes of investment
disputes. In this context, the WTO dispute-settlement system, which has provided for an appellate mechanism in the form of the Appellate Body since 1995,\(^{155}\) is frequently invoked as a reference point.\(^{156}\) Nevertheless, the draft CETA text falls short of establishing an appellate mechanism. Rather, it merely outlines some of the main features mentioned in the treaty mandate given to the Committee on Services and Investment, which are to be taken into account when designing such a system. These features include:

- the nature and composition of an appellate mechanism;
- the applicable scope and standard of review;
- transparency of proceedings of an appellate mechanism;
- the effect of decisions by an appellate mechanism;
- the relationship of review by an appellate mechanism to the arbitration rules that may be selected under article X.22 (Submission of a Claim to Arbitration); and
- the relationship of review by an appellate mechanism to domestic laws and international law on the enforcement of arbitral awards.\(^{157}\)

**Arbitration Made More Transparent**

One of the main public concerns about ISA is its perceived lack of transparency. ISA is often portrayed as secret justice by private arbitrators, taking place behind closed doors and leaving the public affected by its outcome in the dark.\(^{158}\) This criticism ignores major changes in investment arbitration over the last 10 to 15 years, which have developed the commercial arbitration hallmark of confidentiality into far-reaching transparency features. Today all ICSID cases, the primary ISA venue, are publicly registered with basic information about the parties and claims. A large majority of ICSID awards and annulment committee decisions are available on the ICSID homepage as well as on other publicly accessible Internet sites.\(^{159}\)

Further, many ISDS institutions have adopted new rules on transparency, such as the 2006 Amendments to the ICSID Rules\(^{160}\) or the 2013 UNCITRAL Transparency Rules.\(^{161}\)

CETA integrates the UNCITRAL Transparency Rules;\(^{162}\) it even foresees the possibility of open hearings.\(^{163}\)

**Arbitrator Independence and Ethics**

Linked to a perceived lack of transparency, critics of ISA also often call for “ethical requirements for arbitrators.” Such demands seem to be inspired by concerns about private justice operating in secrecy, and thus beyond scrutiny, as it was first formulated in the context of the NAFTA anti-ISDS discussion.\(^{164}\)
Meanwhile, the lack of oversight of private lawyers deciding ISA claims is equally deplored in the European debate.  

As already mentioned, many of these concerns have been taken into account by a number of amendments to the arbitrator ethics rules.

To further strengthen this development it should be noted that, for instance, in the EU-Singapore FTA, negotiated in parallel to CETA, a code of conduct for arbitrators has been included. In substance, however, this code does not add much to the existing obligations under most arbitration rules demanding independence and impartiality of arbitrators.

**Limitation of Claims to Lawfully Made Investments: Avoidance of Frivolous and Harassing Claims**

ISA critics often deplore the harassment factor of investment claims forcing host states to take out expensive legal representation. Thus, various demands have been made to ensure that unmeritorious or frivolous claims, as well as claims based on unlawfully made investments, should be excluded from benefiting from ISA.

A number of legal devices have already been developed, both in IIA treaty making as well as in arbitral practice. So-called “in accordance with host State law” clauses in IIAs, as well as an inherent legality requirement of the notion of an “investment” under article 25 ICSID Convention have been used to extend ISA protection only to lawfully made investments. As well, tribunals have used their discretionary powers to allocate costs in order to punish “frivolous” or “harassing” litigants.

CETA incorporates some of these developments and makes them mandatory for ISA, pursuant to its rules. An interesting provision thus limiting the scope of potential arbitration claims can be found in article X.17 CETA, which provides: “For greater certainty, an investor may not submit a claim to arbitration under this Section where the investment has been made through fraudulent misrepresentation, concealment, corruption, or conduct amounting to an abuse of process.”

What this novel provision aims at is the exclusion of claims made by investors in cases such as *Inceysa v El Salvador* and *Phoenix v Czech Republic*, where it has been argued that the investments were made in an unlawful way. In those cases the claims have been held inadmissible because they were considered to be contrary to the “in accordance with host State law” clause. However, a closer analysis of, in particular, the *Inceysa* case demonstrates that such reasoning was a bit complicated and not wholly

---


166 See, supra text at note 96.

167 See, supra note 2, Annex 9-F to the ISDS Section.

168 *Ibid.* (“Throughout the proceedings, every candidate and arbitrator shall avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety, shall be independent and impartial, shall avoid direct and indirect conflicts of interests and shall observe high standards of conduct so that the integrity and impartiality of the dispute settlement mechanism is preserved. Arbitrators shall not take instructions from any organisation or government with regard to matters before a tribunal. Former arbitrators must comply with the obligations established in paragraphs 15, 16, 17 and 18 of this Code of Conduct.”).

169 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.17.

170 *Inceysa Vallisoletana S.L. v Republic of El Salvador*, ICSID Case No ARB/03/26, Award, 2 August 2006 [Inceysa].

171 *Phoenix Action, Ltd. v Czech Republic*, ICSID Case No ARB/06/5, Award, 15 April 2009.
convincing. The *Phoenix* award, with its enlargement of the *Salini* criteria by the “in accordance with host State law” clause and a bona fide requirement has also remained controversial.

The above-quoted CETA language avoids these uncertainties by clearly establishing that fraud, concealment, corruption or other abusive conduct deprives investors of access to ISA.

In addition, article X.3 CETA requires an investment, more generally, to be “made in accordance with the applicable law at that time” in order to constitute a “covered investment” for the purpose of the investment chapter.

The draft CETA text furthers aims at excluding, or at least limiting, unfounded claims or abusive litigation by investors by adopting the “loser pays” principle. Article X.36(5) CETA provides that an ISDS tribunal “shall” order that the costs of arbitration be borne by the unsuccessful disputing party.

Further, the consolidated CETA text contains two provisions, articles X.29(1) and X.30, which are intended to allow ISA tribunals to dismiss claims that are “manifestly without legal merit” or otherwise unsuitable to lead to a finding of liability. Practice under the comparable ICSID standard, introduced by the 2006 amendments to the ICSID Arbitration Rules, shows that investment tribunals are using this rule to screen out manifestly ill-founded claims at an early stage.

**Other Procedural ISA Innovations**

Further, the CETA negotiators included alternative dispute-resolution mechanisms such as mediation or non-disputing party participation through *amicus curiae* briefs.

Most interesting in this context is probably the idea of an obligatory alternative dispute-settlement procedure preceding recourse to ISA. The overarching goal seems to be the prevention of arbitral proceedings by way of amicable settlement of disputes. In this connection, CETA contains elaborate provisions in article X.18 (consultations) as well as article X.19 (mediation). The latter includes

172 In its scrutiny whether the investment had been made in accordance with the law of the host State, the tribunal did not restrict itself to a consideration of the law of El Salvador. Instead, it reasoned that – because treaties formed part of the law of El Salvador – the BIT with its reference to generally recognized rules and principles of international law allowed it to look at these sources in order to establish the legality or illegality of the investment. Relying on a number of general principles of law, such as *Nemo Auditur Propriam Turpitudinem Allegans*, the tribunal found, *inter alia*, “that the foreign investor cannot seek to benefit from an investment effectuated by means of one or several illegal acts and, consequently, enjoy the protection granted by the host State, such as access to international arbitration to resolve disputes, because it is evident that its act had a fraudulent origin and, as provided by the legal maxim, ‘nobody can benefit from his own fraud’.” *Inceysa*, supra note 171, para 242.


174 *Phoenix v Czech Republic*, supra note 172, para 114 (“1 – a contribution in money or other assets; 2 – a certain duration; 3 – an element of risk; 4 – an operation made in order to develop an economic activity in the host State; 5 – assets invested in accordance with the laws of the host State; 6 – assets invested bona fide.”).

175 See *Saba Fakes v Republic of Turkey*, ICSID Case No ARB/07/20, Award, 14 July 2010, para 110 (“[…] the criteria of (i) a contribution, (ii) a certain duration, and (iii) an element of risk, are both necessary and sufficient to define an investment within the framework of the ICSID Convention. In the Tribunal’s opinion, this approach reflects an objective definition of ‘investment’ that embodies specific criteria corresponding to the ordinary meaning of the term ‘investment’, without doing violence either to the text or the object and purpose of the ICSID Convention.”); *Deutsche Bank AG v Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka*, ICSID Case No ARB/09/2, Award, 31 October 2012, para 295 (“The development of ICSID case law suggests that only three of the above criteria, namely contribution, risk and duration should be used as the benchmarks of investment, without a separate criterion of contribution to the economic development of the host State and without reference to a regularity of profit and return. It should also be recalled that the existence of an investment must be assessed at its inception and not with hindsight.”) (footnote omitted)).

176 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.29(1) (“The respondent may, no later than 30 days after the constitution of the tribunal, file an objection that a claim is manifestly without legal merit. […]”).

177 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.30(1) (“Without prejudice to a tribunal’s authority to address other objections as a preliminary question or to a respondent’s right to raise any such objections at any appropriate time, the Tribunal shall address and decide as a preliminary question any objection by the respondent that, as a matter of law, a claim, or any part thereof, submitted pursuant to Article X.22 (Submission of a Claim to Arbitration) is not a claim for which an award in favour of the claimant may be made under this Section, even if the facts alleged were assumed to be true.”).


179 See *Trans-Global Petroleum, Inc. v Jordan*, ICSID Case No ARB/07/25, Decision on the Respondent’s Objection under Rule 41(5) of the ICSID Arbitration Rules, 12 May 2008, in which some claims were dismissed as “manifestly without legal merit”.

180 Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.18 (“Any dispute should as far as possible be settled amicably. Such a settlement may be agreed at any time, including after the arbitration has been commenced. Unless the disputing parties agree to a longer period, consultations shall be held within 60 days of the submission of the request for consultations pursuant to paragraph 3. […]”).
an innovative provision on alternative dispute settlement by providing for a permanent option of mediation,\textsuperscript{181} clearly inspired by the WTO conciliation/mediation possibilities, which are also available during the entire process of settling trade disputes.\textsuperscript{182} Additionally, Annex III to CETA (“Mediation Procedure”) provides detailed procedural guidelines for the finding of mutually agreed solutions through mediation. While the extremely short time period of 60 days\textsuperscript{183} does not appear to provide a realistic option for the resolution of often highly technical and complex investment disputes, this language is clearly hortatory only and will not prevent disputing parties from continuing to engage in mediation.

THE SEPTEMBER 2015 PROPOSAL

Many of the ISA ideas formulated in the draft CETA and the EU-Singapore agreement were taken up and further refined in the mid-September 2015 “Commission draft text TTIP — investment.”\textsuperscript{184} Apparently without any prior consultation of the US negotiating partner,\textsuperscript{185} the European Commission integrated the demands for a permanent investment court raised by the Socialists and Democrats in the European Parliament as well as by many TTIP-critical voices in Europe into a new proposal for an investment chapter of the TTIP. The most remarkable part of that proposal, which reinforces the idea of “taming” the unpredictable outcomes of ISA, is the idea of an investment court to handle future investment disputes.

But the draft text of the TTIP’s investment chapter also contains a few additions on substantive issues aimed at preserving the right to regulate and clarifying that investor protection should not be too high. For instance, a new article specifically states that all protection standards in the investment chapter shall not affect the sovereign “right to regulate” of host states and to pursue legitimate policy objectives.\textsuperscript{186} Countering the frequently heard,\textsuperscript{187} but erroneous,\textsuperscript{188} criticism that ISA would offer a right of investors to sue when they consider their profits reduced, the new text proposal clarifies that none of the investment protection standards should be interpreted as an implied stabilization clause that would trigger a right to recover expected lost profits if breached.\textsuperscript{189} It even contains a Micula-inspired\textsuperscript{190} clause, pursuant to which state aid should become insulated from investment law to the effect that the latter cannot lead to an obligation to compensate for the discontinuance of the granting of subsidies.\textsuperscript{191}

The investment court ideas are found in section 3 of the September draft text of the TTIP.\textsuperscript{192} It contains a number of further procedural details aimed at embedding the new “investment court” system into the broader system of investment dispute settlement and at further eliminating the risk of too many claims.

\textsuperscript{181} Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.19 (“The disputing parties may at any time agree to have recourse to mediation. […]”).

\textsuperscript{182} WTO DSU, supra note 156, art 5, para 1 (“Good offices, conciliation and mediation are procedures that are undertaken voluntarily if the parties to the dispute so agree.”).

\textsuperscript{183} Consolidated CETA text, supra note 1, art X.19, para 4 (“The disputing parties shall endeavour to reach a resolution to the dispute within 60 days from the appointment of the mediator.”).

\textsuperscript{184} Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54.

\textsuperscript{185} According to the European Commission, the document “is not a formal text proposal to the United States in the TTIP negotiations but an internal document of the European Union. The Commission will consult the EU’s Member States in the Council and will discuss the proposal with the European Parliament before presenting a formal text proposal to the United States.” Ibid. at 1.

\textsuperscript{186} Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, art 2(1) (“The provisions of this section shall not affect the right of the Parties to regulate within their territories through measures necessary to achieve legitimate policy objectives, such as the protection of public health, safety, environment or public morals, social or consumer protection or promotion of cultural diversity.”).

\textsuperscript{187} See supra text in note 88.

\textsuperscript{188} Open letter by law professors, supra note 74 at 2 (“It is not correct that investment treaty arbitration permits corporations to initiate dispute settlement against governments ‘for actions that allegedly cause a loss of profit for the corporation. ‘Lost profits’ is merely a measure of damages, not a cause of action, which must be predicated on allegedly wrongful government acts, such as discriminating against foreigners or failing to provide them with due process, that violate the express terms of a treaty.”).

\textsuperscript{189} Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, art 2(2) (“For greater certainty, the provisions of this section shall not be interpreted as a commitment from a Party that it will not change the legal and regulatory framework, including in a manner that may negatively affect the operation of covered investments or the investor’s expectations of profits.”).


\textsuperscript{191} Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, art 2(4) (“For greater certainty, nothing in this Section shall be construed as preventing a Party from discontinuing the granting of a subsidy and/or requesting its reimbursement, or as requiring that Party to compensate the investor therefore, where such action has been ordered by one of its competent authorities listed in Annex III.”).

\textsuperscript{192} Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3.
The New Two-tier Permanent “Investment Court”

The most novel aspect of the European Commission proposal is the idea of setting up both a Tribunal of First Instance and an Appeal Tribunal to hear investment claims brought under the TTIP. These tribunals are, in fact, hybrids between courts and arbitral tribunals. They consist of appointed “judges” serving for renewable six-year terms, but they render “awards” in order to make them enforceable under the rules of the ICSID Convention or, more likely, under the New York Convention.\(^{193}\)

Qualifications for appointment resemble those of other international courts and tribunals by requiring specific knowledge in the field.\(^{194}\) Interestingly, the demand to limit appointments to judges and academics (apparently in order to exclude practising lawyers)\(^{195}\) has not been adopted. Rather, the office is open to all “jurists of recognised competence.” In order to prevent the new investment court bench from being filled by lawyers wearing two hats (that is, serving as adjudicators and also advising clients in other, but sometimes similar cases).\(^{196}\) the rules for judges provide that “upon appointment, they shall refrain from acting as counsel in any pending or new investment protection dispute under this or any other agreement or domestic law.” Further incompatibility provisions, aimed at excluding governmental or other influence, and a separate code of conduct, seek to minimize the risk of adjudicator bias. In practice, it may, of course, limit the pool of experienced adjudicators available. Investment specialists may also be deterred by the envisaged retainer fee (equivalent to only one-third of that paid to WTO Appellate Body members\(^{197}\)), and the planned fee schedule (which follows the rather low ICSID figures).\(^{198}\) In any event, an increased number of academics instead of corporate lawyers on the bench of a new investment court will not be feasible, given the strict prohibition of any other occupation in case the tribunal is converted into a permanent court.\(^{200}\)

A major organizational step away from traditional ISA, in which the disputing parties have a right to select their arbitrators, lies in the idea of a random allocation of cases to chambers of three Tribunal and Appeal Tribunal judges each.\(^{201}\) The only “influence” of the parties lies in making the initial selection. Here the proposal departs again from traditional ISA practice, which does not allow nationals of disputing parties to hear individual claims,\(^{202}\) and more closely resembles the structure of the Iran-US Claims Tribunal. It suggests that an equal number of EU, US and third-country nationals will be appointed as judges.\(^{203}\)

---

193 As to potential problems concerning the envisaged enforcement regime, see infra text at note 211.
194 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 9(4) (“The Judges shall possess the qualifications required in their respective countries for appointment to judicial office, or be jurists of recognised competence. They shall have demonstrated expertise in public international law. It is desirable that they have expertise in particular, in international investment law, international trade law and the resolution of disputes arising under international investment or international trade agreements.”).
195 See supra text at note 95.
196 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 9(14).
197 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 9(11)(1).
198 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 9(12) (“In order to ensure their availability, the Judges shall be paid a monthly retainer fee to be fixed by decision of the […] Committee. [Note: the retainer fee suggested by the EU would be around 1/3 the retainer fee for WTO Appellate Body members (i.e. around €2,000 per month).] […]”).
199 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 9(3).
200 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 9(15) (“In that event, the Judges shall not be entitled to engage in any occupation, whether gainful or not, unless exemption is exceptionally granted by the President of the Tribunal.”).
201 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 9(6)(7) (“6. The Tribunal shall hear cases in divisions consisting of three Judges, of whom one shall be a national of a Member State of the European Union, one a national of the United States and one a national of a third country. The division shall be chaired by the Judge who is a national of a third country. 7. Within 90 days of the submission of a claim pursuant to Article 6, the President of the Tribunal shall appoint the Judges composing the division of the Tribunal hearing the case on a rotation basis, ensuring that the composition of the divisions is random and unpredictable, while giving equal opportunity to all Judges to serve.”). See also Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 10(8)(9), for the Appeal Tribunal.
202 See e.g. ICSID Convention, supra note 26, arts 38, 39.
203 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 9(2) (“[The […] Committee shall, upon the entry into force of this Agreement, appoint fifteen Judges to the Tribunal. Five of the Judges shall be nationals of a Member State of the European Union, five shall be nationals of the United States and five shall be nationals of third countries.”).
The Appellate Option

Clearly the most interesting aspect of the new permanent structure is the appeals possibility. It combines the limited annulment grounds of the ICSID Convention, also reflected in the set-aside reasons pursuant to the New York Convention, with not only the power to review errors of law, but also manifest errors in the appreciation of facts.

Pursuant to draft article 29(1) of the European Commission proposal:

Either disputing party may appeal before the Appeal Tribunal a provisional award, within 90 days of its issuance. The grounds for appeal are:

(a) that the Tribunal has erred in the interpretation or application of the applicable law;
(b) that the Tribunal has manifestly erred in the appreciation of the facts, including the appreciation of relevant domestic law; or,
(c) those provided for in Article 52 of the ICSID Convention, in so far as they are not covered by (a) and (b).

Distinct from an ICSID annulment committee, the Appeal Tribunal will decide the dispute finally, modifying the award in whole or in part. The Appeal Tribunal does not function as a mere court of cassation, but rather as a court of last instance. Thus, there is no need for a new tribunal decision. Combined with the mandate to decide appeal cases within six months, this should lead to an acceleration of investment dispute settlement. Whether this acceleration idea, inspired again by the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU), will work in practice needs to be seen.

The Enforcement of Awards

The European Commission’s draft TTIP text also elaborates on the enforcement of the new “investment court” decisions. These provisions are largely shaped by the template of the ICSID Convention’s rules. They provide for the final and binding nature of “final awards,” that is, awards of the Appeal Tribunal or non-appealed awards of the Tribunal of First Instance. Further, article 30(2) provides: “Each Party shall recognize an award rendered pursuant to this Agreement as binding [and] enforce the pecuniary obligation within its territory as if it were a final judgement of a court in that Party.”

---

204 ICSID Convention, supra note 26, art 52(1) (“Either party may request annulment of the award by an application in writing addressed to the Secretary-General on one or more of the following grounds: (a) that the Tribunal was not properly constituted; (b) that the Tribunal has manifestly exceeded its powers; (c) that there was corruption on the part of a member of the Tribunal; (d) that there has been a serious departure from a fundamental rule of procedure; or (e) that the award has failed to state the reasons on which it is based.”). See Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, 1958, 330 UNTS 38, art v(1) (“Recognition and enforcement of the award may be refused, at the request of the party against whom it is invoked, only if that party furnishes to the competent authority where the recognition and enforcement is sought, proof that: (a) The parties to the agreement referred to in article II were, under the law applicable to them, under some incapacity, or the said agreement is not valid under the law to which the parties have subjected it or, failing any indication thereon, under the law of the country where the award was made; or (b) The party against whom the award is invoked was not given proper notice of the appointment of the arbitrator or of the arbitration proceedings or was otherwise unable to present his case; or (c) The award deals with a difference not contemplated by or not falling within the terms of the submission to arbitration, or it contains decisions on matters beyond the scope of the submission to arbitration, provided that, if the decisions on matters submitted to arbitration can be separated from those not so submitted, that part of the award which contains decisions on matters submitted to arbitration may be recognized and enforced; or (d) The composition of the arbitral authority or the arbitral procedure was not in accordance with the agreement of the parties, or, failing such agreement, was not in accordance with the law of the country where the arbitration took place; or (e) The award has not yet become binding, on the parties, or has been set aside or suspended by a competent authority of the country in which, or under the law of which, that award was made.”). 205 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, article 29(1).
206 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, article 29(2) (“If the Appeal Tribunal rejects the appeal, the provisional award shall become final. If the appeal is well founded, the Appeal Tribunal shall modify or reverse the legal findings and conclusions in the provisional award in whole or part [. . .].”). 207 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, article 29(3).
208 In particular, whether the limited extension possibility to a total of 9 months, provided for in Section 3, Article 29(3), will be sufficient.
209 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, article 30(2) (“Final awards issued pursuant to this Chapter by the Tribunal or the Appeal Tribunal shall be binding between the disputing parties and shall not be subject to appeal, review, set aside, annulment or any other remedy.”). Compare with ICSID Convention, supra note 26, art 53(1) (“The award shall be binding on the parties and shall not be subject to any appeal or to any other remedy except those provided for in this Convention.”). 2011 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, article 30(2).
This provision mirrors article 54(1) of the ICSID Convention. However, the strength of the ICSID provision lies in the fact that it imposes an enforcement obligation on all contracting parties of the ICSID Convention and thus considerably broadens the possibility of enforcement measures against assets found in third states. Since the ICSID Convention will not be applicable to EU IIAs, as long as the problem of an EU accession to it is not solved, the duty of all ICSID parties to enforce ICSID awards will not apply to the awards of any TTIP tribunal awards. Thus, the obligation to comply with final awards is limited to the parties to the TTIP, that is, the United States, the European Union and probably its member states. Equally, the obligation to enforce pecuniary obligations, which is usually sought in third states, is limited to the parties of the TTIP. Given recent experiences with European Commission opposition to the enforcement of ICSID awards, it remains at least open to question to what extent an enforcement obligation will add to the principal obligation to accept TTIP final awards as binding, pursuant to article 30(1).

Finally, the suggested enforcement rules leave intact the state immunity provisions regarding enforcement measures, additionally limiting the chances of an involuntary enforcement of TTIP awards. Experience under similar provisions of the ICSID Convention has demonstrated that this constitutes the major legal hurdle in cases where an award is not voluntarily complied with and it becomes necessary to resort to enforcement measures against host state assets located in third countries. In the future, where such attempts will be made in either the United States or the European Union with regard to assets of the other party, this is likely to lead to major political friction — a development that may run counter to the idea of depoliticizing investment disputes.

Other Procedural Safeguards to Ensure a Speedy and Transparent Settlement of Investment Disputes

The September 2015 draft text also incorporates many procedural innovations already found in the CETA chapter on investment dispute settlement.

It incorporates the UNCITRAL Transparency Rules. It provides for an expedited dismissal of claims that are “unfounded as a matter of law.” It also offers the option of mediation and even contains a separate annex that no longer contains the strict 60-day time limit of CETA.

THE NEW INVESTMENT COURT AND EU LAW FROM A CJEU PERSPECTIVE

When analyzing the new investment court plans of the European Commission, one should not forget another powerful player: the CJEU. In particular, after the court’s opinion on the European Union’s accession to the European Court of Human Rights, it appears questionable whether it will accept...
an international investment tribunal as a competing judicial means of dispute resolution. While the Luxembourg Court has not generally ruled out the possibility of the European Union submitting to international dispute settlement with binding outcomes on the European Union, it has clearly drawn a line in favour of the autonomy of the union’s legal order by insisting that EU law should ultimately be interpreted and determined only by EU organs, preferable by the court itself. This demand, already voiced in the opinions on the European Patent Court and, most recently, in the relationship to the European Court of Human Rights, has obviously been taken into consideration by the European Commission in its draft TTIP text.

While this problem is not expressly addressed in the draft text, a number of specific provisions indicate the European Commission’s awareness of the sensitivities of the court. Article 13 on applicable law, together with article 1 of the investment dispute settlement chapter of the new proposal, explicitly allow only treaty disputes. Technically, this is ensured by providing for the tribunals’ power not to broadly decide “any dispute relating to an investment,” as found in other IIAs, but rather by limiting claims to violations of the substantive standards of the investment chapter. The draft TTIP dispute settlement provisions clearly permit the latter treaty claims only. In addition, article 13 on applicable law expressly removes EU law from the interpretation and to a certain extent even from the application by the tribunals. It does so by declaring domestic law not to form part of the applicable law, by stressing that any interpretation given to EU law by the tribunal shall not be binding on EU institutions, and by insisting that the tribunals do not have the power to exercise judicial review of EU acts. Clearly, all these form elements of the core power of the CJEU’s exclusive “interpretative monopoly,” as asserted in its above-mentioned decisions. By removing EU law from investment court scrutiny, the European Commission obviously intends to make the latter EU-compatible. Whether the CJEU will concur remains to be seen.

---


225 See e.g. Austrian 2008 Model BIT, art 9(1) (“Any dispute arising out of an investment, between a Contracting Party and an investor of the other Contracting Party shall, as far as possible, be settled amicably between the parties to the dispute.”); Austria-Chile BIT 1997, art 2(4) (“In the event of a dispute between a Party and an investor of the other Party relating to an investment, the parties to the dispute shall initially seek to resolve the dispute by consultations and negotiations.”); Argentina-France BIT 1991, art 8 (“1. Any dispute relating to investments made under this Agreement between one Contracting Party and an investor of the other Contracting Party shall, as far as possible, be settled amicably between the two parties concerned. […]”).

226 See e.g. NAFTA, supra note 47, art 1116(1) (“An investor of a Party may submit to arbitration under this Section a claim that another Party has breached an obligation under: (a) Section A or Article 1503(2) (State Enterprises), or (b) Article 1502(3)(a) (Monopolies and State Enterprises) where the monopoly has acted in a manner inconsistent with the Party’s obligations under Section A, and that the investor has incurred loss or damage by reason of, or arising out of, that breach.”). “Section A” only mentions treaty standards of the NAFTA, not domestic legislation.

227 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 13(3) (“The Tribunal shall determine whether the treatment subject to the claim is inconsistent with any of the provisions referred to in Article 1(1) alleged by the claimant.”); Section 3, Article 1(1) provides: “This Section shall apply to a dispute between, on the one hand, a claimant of one Party and, on the other hand, the other Party concerning treatment alleged to breach investment protection provisions, i.e. the investment protection section and the national treatment and the most-favoured nation treatment provisions concerning post-establishment, which breach allegedly causes loss or damage to the claimant or its locally established company.”

228 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 13(3) (“For greater certainty, pursuant to paragraph 1, the domestic law of the Parties shall not be part of the applicable law. Where the Tribunal is required to ascertain the meaning of a provision of the domestic law of one of the Parties as a matter of fact, it shall follow the prevailing interpretation of that provision made by the courts or authorities of that Party.”).

229 Commission draft text TTIP – investment, supra note 54, section 3, art 13(4) (“For greater certainty, the meaning given to the relevant domestic law made by the Tribunal shall not be binding upon the courts or the authorities of either Party. The Tribunal shall not have jurisdiction to determine the legality of a measure, alleged to constitute a breach of this Agreement, under the domestic law of the disputing Party.”).
CONCLUSION

In recent years, the position of the European Union toward ISA has gradually evolved. Since the European Union is a complex entity comprising often divergent member states as well as organs, it is not possible to identify a single, unified EU position on any current issue. Rather, the institutions, the member states and different political groups within the European Union may have divergent views. The question of ISA is a perfect example of a seemingly technical legal problem that has attracted unexpected public interest. While some groups want to stop the TTIP altogether, others aim at a reform of ISA and yet others want to maintain the status quo of effective investor protection. Thus, the position of the European Commission, the main external trade negotiating actor of the European Union, is shaped by constant and sometimes conflicting demands. The European Commission itself has tried to react to this by gradually adopting a position that has shifted from reluctance to endorse ISA as a meaningful mechanism to enforce investment protection standards to reforming the system by proposing the substitution of ISA by a permanent investment court. The European Commission has reacted to many of the concerns and criticisms voiced against ISA, and ISDS more broadly, without depriving investment protection of its major procedural guarantee to effectively enforce the (already lowered) standards promised by the contracting parties.

This evolution of the European Union’s position toward ISA is reflected by numerous internal documents of the European Union’s law-making institutions as well as the European Commission’s negotiating outcomes, in particular the Canada-EU draft CETA text of September 2014 and the EU-Singapore FTA. These texts provide useful hints not only with regard to the European Union’s position on ISA, but also on what is feasible to negotiate with third parties. In addition, the most recent (September 2015) reform proposals by the European Commission, calling for an investment court, provide useful insights. With its appellate structure and a number of other features, the investment court draws inspiration from the WTO. The European Commission, the European Union’s external trade actor, which not only negotiates agreements but also litigates disputes before the WTO’s DSU institutions, has reintroduced WTO features into ISDS. From its initial preference for state-to-state dispute settlement following the WTO paradigm, the European Commission has endorsed ISA and has now reinstalled WTO features into ISDS. Whether this will be acceptable to the negotiating partners of the European Union is unclear.

Even if these changes prove acceptable to negotiating partners, the CJEU is left out of the present picture. As already mentioned, however, one should not underestimate this organ’s power, in particular when it comes to vetoing the European Union’s submission to external dispute settlement systems. As is often the case, the court will have the final say.
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